Up to 40% of home heating and cooling energy loss
occurs via your windows.
Using Wilson’s Australian Made Linings can help
insulate your home, saving money on heating and
cooling.

FABRIC SELECTOR
Wilson’s Australian Made Linings:
Oeko-tex Certified (No harmful chemicals)

Linings not only protect curtains from the sun, they
also insulate the home by trapping the heat in during
winter and blocking it out in summer. In addition they
also assist in reducing street noise and outside
noise. This makes choosing the right lining critical.

3 Pass - Full Blockout

Comparison of heat loss through
different window treatments in winter.

Blockout The Light

Unprotected single glazing

100%

Vertical or venetian blinds

100%

Unlined drapes or Holland Blinds, no pelmet

Double glazing with low-E coating

Large Gap between
window and curtain
means air circulates
past cold glass and
loses heat

Unlined drapes,
no pelmet

Internal air is:
cooled down in winter
heated up in summer

Reduce Street Noise
Blockout The Heat
Superb Drape
Quality Fabric and Coating
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63%
57%

47%

Heat
in Summer
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79%
69%

Heavy Lined Drapes, with Pelmet

Double glazing, heavy
drapes, with Pelmet

Insulate Your Home

75-85%

Double Glazing
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25mm polystyrene shutters, good airseal
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Protect Your Curtains

87%

Unlined drapes or Holland Blinds, with pelmet
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92%

Heavy, lined drapes, no pelmet
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ENERGY SAVING
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Well fitted curtain with
closed pelmet
prevents air circulation
past cold glass, so heat
lost is reduced.

Suede Lina - 3 Pass

137cm

Suede Lina - 3 Pass

150cm

Stiffened Lining - 3 Pass

280cm

Heat
in Summer
Cool
in Winter

Heavy Lined Drapes,
with Pelmet

AUSTRALIAN MADE

Internal air is:
kept warm in winter
kept cool in summer

Lining that ‘hugs the drapes’
Visit our website for more details on Energy Savings

www.wilsonfabrics.com.au

Source "Energy Saving for Windows, www.nabers.com.au"
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PROTECT
YOUR CURTAINS
Linings are predominantly used for blocking out the light
and protecting the interior curtain fabric as linings protect
curtains from fading and deteriorating quickly.
The coating is not only what makes the linings blockout
the light, but also act as a barrier between the outside
elements and the face fabric of the such as the sun, heat
& cold through the window. Therefore it is crucial that the
coating is of a high quality to withstand these conditions,
The full benefit of quality curtain linings are often
underestimated, as curtain linings not only protect
curtains from the sun, they also insulate the home by
trapping the heat in during winter and blocking it out in
summer. In addition they also assist in reducing street
noise / outside noise.

CARE & WASHING

MADE IN AUSTRALIA
LOCAL - TRUSTED - QUALITY
One of the distinct advantages of being Australian Made is
that we have tight controls over the quality of the coating
and the ingredients used to ensure a high quality and
consistent finished product.

Wilson’s Australian Made Linings are Oeko-Tex certified
and approved, which means they have passed rigorous
testing implemented by independent testing institutes.
This confirms that no harmful substances are present and
that the fabric poses no risk whatsoever to your health.

All ingredients in the coating play a vital role in ensuring the
quality of the product, including the water quality which is
a major advantage of our EPA approved and controlled
water treatment plant.
We pride ourselves on our Australian Made Coated
Blockout products which feature superior foam coating
with flocking which assists in thermal insulation and is
softer and more luxurious to handle than the traditional
acrylic coating which imported products have.
Established back in 1926 by Arthur G Wilson, Wilson
continues to be a completely Australian-owned company,
proudly supporting our local industry and keeping jobs in
Australia.

QUALITY BLEND
Wilson’s Australian Made Linings are made from a
carefully crafted blend of polyester and cotton.

Another added benefit of using lining is it can be made on
a separate tape to the curtain fabric so it can be removed
and washed separately or easily replaced.

This blend of polyester and cotton provides a more
versatile fabric; Cotton fibres can withstand high
temperatures, which is ideal for linings as they are facing
the sun.

Not only is this Australian Made range full blockout, it is
also hand washable and dry cleanable, making it
extremely long lasting and versatile.
For detailed washing and dry cleaning instructions, please
refer to “Caring for your fabrics” on our website:
http://www.wilsonfabrics.com.au/HowtoGuides.aspx
Care Code 6.

NO HARMFUL
CHEMICALS

AUSTRALIAN MADE

With this blend you get the added benefits of the strength,
durability and wrinkle resistance of the polyester. This
versatile construction fully blocks out the light and heat,
giving maximum sun protection in summer and maximum
warmth retention in winter.

